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Zionophobia: Menticide, Propaganda, & Brainwashing; The Manchurian Candidate; Special 
Interest Groups’ Use of Propaganda to Sell Their Lies 

 

NOTE: The 1962 film adaptation of Richard Condon’s novel The Manchurian 
Candidate is an excellent drama depicting the techniques and applications of 
communist propaganda and brainwashing during the Korean War. 

“Behind the Scenes.”  From brochure notes for the DVD The Manchurian Candidate.  (Santa 
Monica: MGM Home Entertainment, 1998; The Frank Sinatra Trust #10, 1962), 3-4: 
The Manchurian Candidate was the first—and best—political thriller Hollywood ever made.  Based 
on Richard Condon’s best-selling 1959 novel, the film was hailed as “chilling,” “daring,” and 
“fascinating” by American critics, while the Communist press denounced it as “poison, the most 
vicious attempt yet made to cash in on Soviet-American tensions” (Peoples World).   Even a 
branch of the American Legion attacked the film, citing it as “a vivid example of an attempt to 
undermine Congressional committees.”  Regardless of the controversy, however, history has 
proven that The Manchurian Candidate was not only politically accurate but also highly prophetic—
as the numerous assassinations over the past third century can attest. 

Withheld from public viewing for 25 years, The Manchurian Candidate is more powerful today than 
ever before.  A masterwork of suspense, it remains one of the most fascinating and provocative 
motion pictures of all time. 

  54. Thus we have two words that define the aftermath of satanic duplicity and deceit 
communicated by his tactics of prestidigitation and legerdemain: 

1. Menticide: A prolonged and systematic attempt to replace one’s ideas and 
attitudes with distinctly different ones.  This procedure has been perfected by the 
communists who begin the process with— 

2. Propaganda: Taken from the verb “to propagate” which means to multiply or 
spread by producing offspring; any process of natural reproduction.  Propaganda 
is a systematic scheme for the propagation of an opinion, creed, doctrine, or 
practice. 

  55. Ignorant people, i.e., anyone without the power of doctrinal thought in their streams 
of consciousness, are easy to propagandize. 

  56. Nevertheless, they are subject to deception only because they choose to remain 
ignorant of truth.  Because of this they fall victim to the lie and brainwash 
themselves. 

  57. Brainwashing occurs in two phases: (1) conditioning for control, followed by (2) 
persuasion for conversion. 

  58. First of all, the victim is softened up through conditioning in order to get his thinking 
under their control. 

  59. Then through propaganda they persuade the victim for the purpose of converting him 
over to acceptance of the lie instead of the truth.   Through propaganda the victim 
has chosen to brainwash himself.   

  60. The long-range objective is to produce a follower who, no matter what the 
circumstances, can be depended upon to make decisions based on the lie. 

  61. The indoctrination process uses fear and guilt as major underpinnings of its 
propaganda messages when directed toward individuals and intimidation and 
violence when directed toward society and government. 
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  62. Certain special interest groups utilize these tactics to propagandize target audiences.  
Some examples: 

1. In order to destroy the principle of private property environmental groups foster 
fear about global warming or guilt about the extinction of species.  They collect 
obscene amounts of money and government in turn restricts land and water use 
with Draconian regulations. 

2. In order to steal money legally civil rights groups intimidate corporations over 
their hiring practices and threaten violence if government does not intervene. 

3. In order to transform a deviant behavior into a respected lifestyle, homosexual 
groups intimidate society into accepting them as persecuted victims of the 
traditional majority.  The population is made to feel guilty of prejudice while 
government is intimidated into buying into the lie. 

4. Ideologies (Russian communists), races (German Nazis), and religions (Arab 
Muslims), who personify the lie, use the lie of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion 
to project upon the Jews the very evils they each believe, practice, and promote. 

  63. What the Protocols imply as the global agenda of the Jewish race was exactly the 
agenda put into practice by the Russians in the Bolshevik Revolution, by the 
Germans under Hitler’s Third Reich, and presently by the Arabs in their terrorist 
jihad. 

  64. Soviet Russia was supported by the Left Wing in this country most notably Franklin 
Roosevelt and the literati in England, most especially H. G. Wells and George 
Bernard Shaw.  Hitler’s Nazism was then and still is supported by right-wing 
extremists in this country and in Western Europe, grotesquely exemplified by 
skinheads.  And today there is widespread capitulation to the demands of Islam in 
the United States persuaded by a blind devotion to the dogmas of multiculturalism, 
diversity, and political correctness. 

  65. In every case, support for these ideologies is equivalent to support for anti-Semitism 
all driven by a disposition made possible by the mechanics of satanically sponsored 
systems of propaganda. 

  66. Principle: Propaganda is what they do to you.  Brainwashing is what you do to 
yourself. 

 


